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Today's gathering is a family affair in honor of Fritz Redlich. I have had the
privilege and fun of knowing and working with Fritz for almost 30 years. It all began
with an interview on a snowy day in December of 1947. Since then we have worked
together in many different ways, starting with my residency in this Department in
August of 1948.
The high point of my collaboration with Fritz was when as Dean he sought to
improve the communications and collaboration amongst the various parts of the
School of Medicine. Fritz wasn't so interested in a happy community-he certainly
wasn't interested in a tranquil community, but he was dedicated to a school having a
sense of community in which its younger and older members are engaged and not
separated by the gulf of years and experience; and that the community like a family
develops loyalties, confronts conflict, and has an intensity of shared opportunities
and experiences that would enable them to question, criticize and become a cohesive
force. A force more than a happy family; productive rather than satisfied; challenging
rather than calm; and rebellious rather than conforming.
Earlier and more optimistically than other leaders in the field of behavioral
sciences and clinical psychiatry, Fritz had the vision and the understanding to realize
how essential it was to keep the biomedical and biosocial aspects of medicine in as
close contact as our knowledge and techniques would permit. He made lots of us
uncomfortable by persistently questioning why we would accept either a psychoana-
lytic, psychodynamic approach or a neurophysiological and biochemical view or a
sociologic point of view of human behavior and development. Restless, imaginative,
searching, Fritz is a gifted teacher. He is a leader who stirred us up, as a skier and
sailor by reminding us that the stimulation and pleasure of a disciplinedbody and
mind in playful contact with the beauty and demands of nature was another
expression ofhis respect for both body and mind (noteither/or) and ofhis suggestion
that play, fun, and pleasure maketh the man whole. All of these have provided this
family with a lasting influence that is colorful and zestful, characterized by continu-
ing youthful inquiry.
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